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Abstract

Three-dimensional reconstruction of real objects comprises capturing the appearance and the shape for these objects and determining the three-dimensional coordinates for their profiles. This reconstruction process can be accomplished either by using active or passive techniques. In this paper, a new fusion method is proposed for 3D reconstruction. This method exploits the advantages of both stereo-based passive and laser-based active techniques and overcomes their limitations to improve the performance of 3D reconstruction. With this method, a hybrid laser-based structured light scanning system is designed and implemented. This system captures the required information using passive and active techniques and uses the proposed fusion method for 3D reconstruction. The performance of the proposed method and its scanning system were experimentally evaluated. The evaluation results show high reconstruction performance for the proposed fusion method over the traditional 3D reconstruction techniques. The results also show the effectiveness of the hybrid laser scanning system and its ability to scan and reconstruct the shape and the appearance for real objects using the proposed fusion method.
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1. Introduction

Three dimensional (3D) reconstruction’s researches have been increased in the recent years in many different fields such as computer vision, medicine, multi-media, virtual reality, and many other fields [1, 2]. Different techniques have been proposed for reconstructing the 3D information for the scanned objects. These techniques can be categorized into active and passive techniques [3, 4].

Stereo vision is one of the passive 3D reconstruction techniques that computes the 3D structure of a scene from two dimensional (2D) images. It usually uses two cameras to estimate the 3D structure by using the principle of triangulation [5, 6].

The researchers used this technique in different applications. Chae and Kano [7], presented an application of stereo vision in location information to monitor project progress in actual construction site. Chiang et al. [8], used stereo vision for robotics’ applications. They developed a 3D position stereo vision system able to measure the 3D trajectories of the robotic arm. In the same field, Grigorescu et al. [9], proposed a stereo vision system able to detect the objects’ structure located in the robotic scene and also
Stereo vision technique reconstructs the 3D information of real objects by finding the corresponding points on their surfaces. This vital process is mainly based on the surfaces' texture for these objects. This limits the reconstruction ability for the stereo vision technique and makes it unable to deal with texture-less or free-form objects [10, 11].

In active techniques, the researchers solved the corresponding problem through creating an artificial texture on the texture-less surfaces using structured laser pattern. Li et al. [12], presented a 3D reconstruction system, consists from a single laser line projector, turntable, and monocular camera for indoor application. He et al. [13], used a cross structured light projector emits two mutually perpendicular laser beams with colour camera to perform the 3D reconstruction. Jia et al. [14], designed a grid pattern generated by laser diffraction with a single camera to measure the object depth of the surrounding scene in real time.

Active techniques based on using structured laser with a single camera are able to deal with texture-less surfaces, but their systems required laser scanning stage with high precision components. In addition two calibration procedures must be performed for these systems, one for the laser plane and the other for camera's parameters estimation [15].

To overcome these limitations, the researchers used two cameras with structure laser instead of a single camera. Davis and Chen [16], designed a system able to estimate the depth by using hand-held laser with two virtual cameras (like stereo vision) made by combining one camera with two mirrors. Unlike the previous system, Li et al., [17] presented a low-cost desktop 3D laser scanner consist of a hand-held laser line and two webcams for image acquisition instead of virtual cameras. Liu et al. [18], presented stereo vision system with laser dot matrix projector for 3D measurements. This projector used two orthogonal fine grating with laser diode to generate dot matrix with high contrast. Xiong et al. [19], also used multi views principle with structured laser. But instead of strip or dot matrix, they projected grid of laser lines aiming to reconstruct the free-form surface which has uncertain texture and uncertain shape.

In addition to the previously mentioned techniques, the researchers improved the 3D reconstruction's performance even further by combining both passive and active techniques. Guzmundsson et al. [20], presented an approach of using passive stereo vision system with SwissRanger Time-Of-Flight (TOF) active system to improve the 3D estimation. Kim et al. [21, 22], used the same principle but they combined the information from multiple passive active TOF systems. Peng et al. [23, 24], used 3D laser radar (based on single pulse time-of-flight) and stereo-vision systems for high-precision depth estimation, pose measurements, and motion estimation. Beside TOF depth sensors, Yılmaz and Karakus [25] introduced the principle of using IR random-pattern depth system with stereo system for visual odometry applications. As previously mentioned, the principle of combining passive and active vision systems improves the reconstruction performance, but leads to increase the cost, size and usage power. For these reasons, Yemez and Wetherilt [26], estimated the 3D information from a single sensors' setup, using passive-shape from silhouette technique and laser scanning active-technique. Pacheco et al. [27], used the same techniques in [26] but, with high resolution camera and different Laser projector. Maurer et al. [28], presented a compact 3D system, through the use of passive-stereo vision and active-shape from shading techniques. Bylow et al. [29], also used photometric stereo and shape from shading technique but with different illumination’s conditions.

Using shape from silhouette as a passive technique produces a compact system’ setup, but its unable to deal with concave-regions and it’s difficult to implement it in real conditions [30]. In contrast, using shape from shading as an active technique also minimizes the setup’s requirements, but this technique is mathematically unstable and depends on the illumination and brightness of the scene [31].

To address these limitations, a cost effective laser-based structured light scanning system is designed and implemented. This system based on proposed method that combines the advantages of both stereo-based passive and laser-based active techniques to improve the performance of 3D reconstruction.

In the following sections, an overview about the 3D reconstruction methodology for passive and active techniques is given. A description follows of the proposed fusion method and how it used to overcome the limitations associated with traditional techniques. The experimental hardware setup and the required calibration procedure are described. This is followed by experimental procedure, results, discussion and conclusion.

2. 3D Reconstruction Methodology

The methodology of reconstruction the depth information from multi-views vision system with using laser illumination (active technique) or without using it (passive technique), involves applying different processing stages on the images of that system. These stages include: performing stereo calibration, defining epipolar geometry, applying rectification, finding the corresponding points, and finally determining the disparity and estimating the depth from it.

2.1 Stereo calibration

Stereo calibration is the process of determining the required parameters for multi-views vision system with two cameras. These parameters are essential for 3D reconstruction and they categorized into intrinsic, extrinsic, and distortion parameters.

2.1.1 Intrinsic parameters

In vision system, the intrinsic parameters are the parameters that describe the manufacturer's specification for each camera in multi-views vision system. These parameters are the focal length of the lens, principle point, size and the aspect ratio of the image sensor pixels. They used to describe the central projection model responsible for projecting 3D world into the camera image plane.
In this model the image plane contains a (Width \(W\) \(\times\) Height \(H\)) grid of pixels; their coordinates \((u, v)\) are nonnegative integers with origin located at the top-left as shown in Fig. 1 [32].

Figure (1): Central projection model for discrete image plane [32]

Referring to the Fig. 1, the camera matrix for the central projection model can be written as [32]
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where \(\bar{p} = (\bar{u}, \bar{v}, \bar{w})\) and \(\bar{P} = (X, Y, Z, 1)^T\) are the homogenous coordinates for world point \(P\) in pixel and world (with respect to the camera frame \(\{C\}\)) coordinates respectively, \(u = \bar{u}/\bar{w}\) and \(v = \bar{v}/\bar{w}\) are non-homogenous pixel coordinates, \(f\) is the focal length, and \(\kappa\) is the camera parameter matrix. This matrix contains the principle point \((u_0, v_0)\) and pixel size defined by \(\rho_w\) and \(\rho_h\) which represent the width and height of each pixel respectively [32].

2.1.2 Extrinsic parameters

It has been shown that with the intrinsic parameters, the relation between the point at world coordinate and its projection at image plane was defined with respect to the camera frame. Generally the image’s projection is calculated with respect to the world frame \(\{0\}\) as shown in Fig. 2 [32]. Therefore the extrinsic parameters are required, which they represent the position and the orientation of the camera relative to the scene [33].
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Stereo calibration process not only estimates the camera’s position with respect to the world coordinate frame but also estimates the relative position between the multi-views system’s cameras [33].

2.1.3 Distortion parameters

Typical digital cameras have distortions due to lens imperfection [33]. Among different lens-distortions’ types, the most problematic effect in 3D reconstruction comes from the radial and tangential distortions [32]. The first results from the lens’ shape, while the other occurs when the sensor is not parallel to the vertical plane [34, 32]. If the parameters for these distortions’ type are estimated, their effects can be removed from the projected point [35, 36].

The point coordinate with distortion is given by [32]
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Where \(k_{1,2,3}\) and \(p_{1,2}\) are the radial and tangential distortion coefficients respectively, and \(r\) is the distance of the image point to the principle point [32].

2.2 Epipolar geometry

After applying stereo calibration and determining the required system’s parameters including the relative position between the system’s cameras, the Epipolar geometry is then used to simplify the searching process. Figure 3 illustrates this geometry and shows the system’s two cameras with their coordinates frames \(\{1\}\) and \(\{2\}\) [32].
Since the 3D reconstruction is based on the triangulation principle, the position of the world point \( P \) can be calculated from its projections \( p \) and \( \tilde{p} \) on the image planes \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), respectively [37].

Referring to Fig. 3, the image point \( p \) is a function of the world point \( P \). The camera center, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) define the epipolar plane and hence the epipolar line \( \mathcal{E} \) in image plane two \( I_2 \). By definition the point \( \tilde{p} \) must lie on that line \( \mathcal{E} \). Therefore this geometry is used to simplify the search through identifying which line \( \mathcal{E} \) at image \( I_2 \) corresponds to the point \( p \) at image \( I_1 \). This line is defined by [32]

\[
2\mathcal{E} = F \tilde{p} \\
F \approx K_2^{-T} \{t\} R_1 K_1^{-1}
\]

where \( \tilde{p} \) is the homogeneous image points, \( F \subset \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \) is the fundamental matrix, \( K_1, K_2 \) are the camera matrices parameters defined in equation (1), and \( R, t \) are the relative position of camera one with respect to camera two.

### 2.3 Rectification

The searching process can be simplified even further in the epipolar lines through applying rectification on the system’s pair images. This process makes the corresponding epipolar lines in two image planes become collinear with each other and the image scanning lines (image rows) perfectly aligned into a frontal parallel configuration [38].

Figure 4 shows the process of rectification on the input pair images shown in Fig. 4(a). The figure shows how the distortion is removed at the beginning of the process (Fig. 4(b)), it then shows how the rectification aligns the epipolar lines for the undistorted images (Fig. 4(c)). After rectification not all images’ parts are helpful for reconstructing depth information. Therefore, the helpful part of the rectified images is cropped as shown in Fig. 4(d) [39].

#### 2.4 Corresponding points & Disparity

Corresponding points are the projections of the same point \( P \) on the object’s surface in two image planes [40]. These points are used with the triangulation principle to reconstruct the 3D coordinate for that point \( P \), therefore finding them is fundamental in 3D reconstruction methodology. Corresponding points identification can be implemented by making the searching process in a single dimension through rectification and then applying feature matching or laser-line segmentation depending on the reconstruction techniques (passive or active) [39].

##### 2.4.1 Feature matching

For passive technique the search for corresponding points acquire by feature matching process. Feature matching is the process of finding which pixel in the left rectified image has the most feature-similarity with a specific pixel in the right rectified image [41, 42].

Figure 5 shows how the feature matching searches for the corresponding points \( \{p, \tilde{p}\} \) in the rectified stereo pair. It shows the similarity values (white peaks at the bottom) across the searching range. It also shows the disparity \( d \) for corresponding points and their distances in the left \( D_L \) and the right \( D_R \) images [32].

##### 2.4.2 Laser line segmentation method

For active technique the corresponding points’ identification can be implemented by applying laser
line segmentation method on the rectified stereo pair. This method extracts the laser line from the rectified images and determines the center location for this line at each row [43].

Figure 6 shows how the extracted laser’ center locations that represent the corresponding points \((\hat{l}, \hat{r})\) at specific row in the rectified stereo pair. It also shows the disparity \((d)\) for corresponding points’ and their distances in the left \((D_L)\) and the right \((D_R)\) images.

![Figure 6: Disparity calculation for the laser line in a rectified stereo pair at a specific row.](image)

2.5 Depth estimation

Estimating the depth is the final stage in the 3D reconstruction. It uses the calculated corresponding-points’ disparities from the stereo pairs with the principle of triangulation for depth calculation [44, 45].

Figure 7 shows a top-view of two perfectly aligned cameras (using rectification process) of origins \(\{1\}\) (left), \(\{2\}\) (right) and focal length \(f\), separated from each other by a distance \(B\) (baseline). The projections of point \(P\) on the left and right image-planes (pink lines), are represented by ‘\(l\)’ and ‘\(r\)’ respectively [39].

![Figure 7: Depth estimation using two rectified cameras [39]](image)

Referring to the above figure, the depth of a 3D point \(P\) can be obtained using following relation [39]:

\[
Z = \frac{BF}{D_L - D_R} \quad (5)
\]

where \(D_L - D_R\) is the disparity and \(Z\) is the depth of point \(P\) [39].

3. Proposed Fusion Method

The proposed fusion method improves the 3D reconstruction through combining stereo-based passive and laser-based active techniques. It exploits the high resolution at fast acquisition speed for the stereo passive technique using feature matching process with the high accuracy and feature-less robustness for the active structured-light technique. Unlike the other fusion methods that combined different sensing systems, the proposed fusion method reduces the cost, size and usage power through the use of a single setup’s sensing-elements for both passive and active acquisitions. In addition this method didn’t used shape from silhouette and shape from shading techniques that previously proposed with a single-setup’s system because of the previously mentioned limitations.

The steps required for implementing the proposed fusion method are shown in the flowchart of Fig. 8. These steps are:

- Disparity maps calculation from the input recorded frames using stereo-based passive and Laser-based active techniques.
- Since the disparity map result from active techniques is robust to the feature-less objects, its values are used to calculate the percentage of difference with the map of passive technique. This is by applying average filter on the active map to replace the missing values with approximate depth values and then dividing the absolute difference between this processed active-map and the passive-map, by its values.
- Based on a specific percentage threshold. A binary mask is created by applying hard-thresholding process on the resultant map of percentage-difference.
- The resultant mask is applied on the passive disparity map to filter-out the invalid disparity values.
- The fusion process is then performed by filling the gaps in the active disparity map with the reliable values in the filtered passive disparity map.
- The 3D information is then reconstructed using the resultant filled active-disparity map and other calibration parameters.

![Figure 8: Steps of the proposed fusion method.](image)

4. Structured Laser Scanning System

A cost effective hybrid laser-based structured light scanning system has been developed to scan real objects and reconstructs their 3D information using the proposed fusion method. This system captures the required information for this method using stereo-based passive and laser-based active techniques. The
system hardware consists of a sensing unit, Laser-line scanning unit, and personal computer to analyse the incoming information from the sensing unit as shown in Fig. 9.

The first unit consists of two Logitech c270 webcams, special holders (vertical and horizontal) for stereo arrangement, and tripod. The connection between this unit and the personal computer is accomplished through the USB connection. The laser-line scanning unit shown in Fig. 10 comprises of structured laser-line projector, rotating stage, and Microcontroller with the required electronics.

- Structured Laser-line projector: it is used to project a structure laser line with a wavelength equal to 650nm. This projector uses laser diode as an illumination source, structured light element (raster lens) to convert the laser-diode’s spot into line pattern, and mirror to project the structured light towards the scanned objects.
- Rotating stage: this stage contains stepper motor and special rotating gears. It sweeps the laser line across the scene by rotating the optical component for the laser projector.
- Microcontroller and other electronics: they used to provide the required electrical power and controlling the scanning process.

Estimating these parameters is implemented through applying the calibration process on this system. This process includes taking images for the calibration-board at different positions as shown in Fig. 11A. This is followed by manual selection for the images that produce better estimation (minimum re-projection error Fig.11B) and ending with exporting these parameters.

![Figure (9): The system hardware.](image)

To minimize the size, cost, and usage power, this system is designed to acquire both passive and active information from the same sensing unit. Passive information can be acquired directly from the sensing unit. Active information can be acquiring from scanning the scene with the laser line and using the sensing unit for detecting the reflected beam (Laser-two cameras configuration).

The incoming information from the sensing unit is then processed by the personal computer, which uses the required algorithms and the designed system’s parameters to reconstruct the 3D information. These parameters are the cameras intrinsic, extrinsic, lens distortion, and relative location between these two cameras.

5. Experimental Procedure and Result

The experimental procedure of evaluating the proposed method was carried out with using laser-based structured light scanning system. This procedure consists of three stages. The first two stages are about acquiring and reconstructed the 3D information using passive and active techniques respectively. The third stage includes fusing the outcomes of the first two stages using the proposed fusion method.

5.1 Passive 3D reconstruction

The main steps of acquiring and reconstructing depth for the scanned object using passive stereo
vision technique are presented in the flowchart of Fig. 12. With this flowchart, the experimental inputs and outputs for each step are presented in Fig. 13. These steps include:

- Acquiring free-laser images (without using laser scanning unit) using left and right cameras. Figure 13A shows the acquired cameras’ frames.
- Rectifying acquired stereo pair using the rectification process to align images’ lines into a frontal parallel configuration (Fig. 13B).
- Identifying the corresponding points by applying stereo matching on the rectified stereo pair.
- Calculating the disparity map from the corresponding points (Fig. 13C) and using this map with system’s parameters to reconstruct the 3D point cloud. Figure 13D shows the reconstructed 3D point cloud for the real object shown in Fig. 13A.

**Figure (12):** Steps of the passive stereo technique

**Figure (13):** (A) Input and (B) rectified images, (C) disparity map, and (D) 3D point cloud (Near-Far).

### 5.2 Active 3D reconstruction

The steps of acquisition and 3D reconstruction using the active laser based stereo technique are presented in the flowchart of Fig. 14. In addition, the experimental inputs and outputs for each step are shown in Fig. 15. These steps include:

- Recording videos from both cameras during laser scanning process. Figure 15A shows two cameras’ frames during scanning real object with structured laser line.
- Reading the recorded video files for the left and right cameras. For each individual pair frames, rectification is first applied (Fig. 15B) followed by identifying the correspondence points through extracting the laser line. The disparity is then calculated from these points and stored in the disparity map. Figure 15C shows the final disparity.
map after processing the whole frames in the video files.

- Estimating the depth from the resultant disparity map. Figure 16D shows the 3D point cloud from the object shown in (Fig. 15A).

5.3 Fusing passive and active techniques

According to the fusion-method’s steps previously mentioned in section 3. The calculated passive (Fig.15C) and active (Fig. 15C) disparities in previous sections (5.1 and 5.2) are directly used with this method.

The experimental results for each fusion step with using these calculated disparities are shown in Fig. 16. In which, Fig. 16A to C show respectively active disparity after applying average filter, the resultant difference map and the binary mask for this map. The result of applying this mask on the passive disparity to filter out unreliable depth values is shown in Fig. 16D. The fusion-disparity map result from filling the gaps in the active-disparity map (Fig. 15C) with the values in the filtered passive-disparity map (Fig. 16D) is shown in Fig. 16E. Finally the achieved 3D point cloud for the fusion-disparity map is shown in Fig. 16F.

Figure (14): Steps of the active laser based stereo technique

Figure (15): A) Input images. B) Rectified images. C) The disparity map. D) Resultant 3D point cloud.
Figure (16): A) Active disparity map after average filtering, B) The percentage of difference map, C) The binary mask, D) Passive map after applying the binary mask, E) The fusion map, and F) achieved 3D point cloud.

For a comparison purpose, a close-up view for the (depth-color-coded) 3D point clouds result from using active technique and fusion method are presented side by side in Fig.17 A and B respectively. Figure 17 C and D show these 3D clouds after assigning the scanned object’s surface color to them.

Figure (17): Close-up view of 3D point clouds for active technique (first column) and proposed fusion method (second column) presented with color coded (first row) and with true color (second row).
6. Discussion

Regarding passive technique the experimental results show unreliable 3D point cloud data (white dashed circle in Fig. 13D) in some parts of the scene. These parts either have no texture (wall) or the texture’s contrast in them is not enough (face region) for finding the corresponding points. With active technique, that used the laser based structured scanning unit for creating artificial texture on the scene’s surface. The experimental results show reliable 3D measurement for the texture-less regions as shown in Fig. 15D, but with lower measurements number in comparison to that of the passive technique.

The experimental results for the proposed fusion method show how the unreliable measurements for the passive disparity (Fig. 13C) were filtered-out (Fig. 16D). The results also show the increment in the measurements number for the fusion disparity map (Fig.16E) in comparison to the original active disparity map (Fig. 15C). Like the previous experimental results, the resultant 3D point clouds for these disparities (active and fusion) presented in Fig. 17 in both color representation, also show how the missing 3D values are filled with filtered reliable passive 3D measurements.

7. Conclusion

In this paper the proposed fusion method improves the 3D reconstruction through combining high resolution stereo-based passive technique with the feature-less insensitive laser-based active technique.

A cost effective hybrid laser-based structured light scanning system has been developed with this proposed method. This system is able to scan real objects and captures the required information for this method using stereo-based passive and laser-based active techniques.

The experimental procedure of evaluating the designed scanning system with the proposed method was presented with the experimental results. When evaluating the hybrid laser scanning system the results show the ability for this system to acquire the required information using both passive and active techniques. The results also revealed the texture-less problem associated with passive technique and the low measurements number for the active technique. Regarding the proposed fusion method, the experimental results show the robustness of this method to extract the reliable disparity from the passive technique and using it with the active disparity to produce accurate and high resolution 3D reconstructed data.
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